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Writing today has forgotten the problems of the human heart in
conflict with itself which alone can make good writing because
only that is worth writing about, worth the agony and the
sweat.
William Faulkner, Nobel Prize Acceptance Address
in Stockholm, Sweden

In Memory Of
Richard Griffen
Ruth Griffen
Charles Meisenger
Joan Meisenger
Patricia Tarbert
Nicholas Beale
Aliston Lowery
John Gulliver
All murdered September 6, 1972, at the Rockefeller brothers’
Fountain Valley Golf Course located on St. Croix, US Virgin
Islands, a crime and its scene that became notorious as “Fountain Valley.” May the victims’ souls be consecrated by this effort
to bring some worth to their spineless slaughter in so historic a
spot of sun, sand, sea, and serenity.
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Overture

F

ountain Valley sent asunder a heritage of first to repel New
World conquest; molded the man that made modern America; and built San Francisco’s earliest hotel. Ron Chernow’s
2004 bestselling biography Alexander Hamilton hardened the
fall. Hence it is of essence to better know St. Croix. Told is how
it sculpted founding father Alexander Hamilton (Alex), and of
its freedom from the skin color drama. Deep facts about the
murders should by so spared prickly presumptions, save pledge
to John Steinbeck’s point that “a writer’s first duty is to set down
his time as best as he can understand it.”1
Spotlight on tropical societies stirs images of irrelevance,
even irreverence. This bias is based only on a “decided and
long-standing tradition.”2 Yet, Ron Chernow made full use of
it. The biographer declared Alex was “architect of Wall Street,”
but not before his “near miraculous escape from a tropical hellhole.”3 A “grim catalogue of disasters”4 allegedly suffered by the
founder in the tropics is added to mute his tribute: “My time in
St. Croix was the most useful part of my education.”5
Alex’s Caribbean cradle was whitewashed as “a beautiful
but godless spot,”6 and his homage to St. Croix claimed as kudos
for the New York-based shipping outpost wherein he worked.
Nelson Rockefeller was Chernow’s four-term New York governor, and that dimmed Denmark’s early commercial ties to
St. Croix. Rumors its natives relished ruin of Fountain Valley
easier coaxed a contention of island hedonism7 to position this
pinching premise that “while other founding fathers were reared
in tidy New England villages or cosseted on baronial Virginia
estates, Hamilton grew up in a tropical hellhole.”8
How then did he amass audacity to confront American slavery? Chernow assumed he sensed its looming chaos within the
ix
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nation he helped to create and opposed it for political points.
Truth is, in St. Croix Alex became parentless at fourteen and
placed in custody of a widowed relative whose mistress was a
free African. Later on, Alex’s wife sponsored a home for African
children. And when he was slain those years were saluted, his
funeral led by two African boys.
Same bias in which Alex was cast fueled the backlash to
Rafie’s release, and it paralleled them. Three juries concluded
the founder was murdered, but his demise spun into a disguised
suicide. Rafie’s actual suicide by same token was twisted into a
routine drug overdose. It is presumed he lacked sufficient selflessness to have resolved the qualms about him in favor of the
public good, just as Alex’s allegiance to Africans was angled as
pure politics.
Martin Luther King Jr. noticed that “the arc of the moral
universe is long, but it bends towards justice.” It being so, perhaps this book will help curve closer to fruition the America for
which the founder fought.
Part One presents a primer on the origins of America’s skin
drama plus opens the color curtain to present strawberry fields
of empathy and healing. It also tells of my conscription as courier of the killers’ account. Part Two details the slaughter and its
slipshod investigation, outlines Rafie’s upbringing, and reprints
what he penned in prison.
Publications about his release puzzled him. He properly got
his second chance and trusted it spoke for itself. Still, the storm
it stirred up obliged him to vindicate his supporters:
What I have read so far is based simply on the three
Ps—public opinion, police reports, and the prosecutor’s
case. Mikey, they really do not know. I will help, but it’s
on you to write the book.
Rafie’s subtle exit entombed his resolve to say no more
than suffering waterboarding with other tortures like those of
the Khmer Rouge’s S-21 prison, and why he forgave his torturers.
x

Prologue

O

verall bereavement daily soaked Mammy’s yellow face
aching also for her most affectionate Rafie. Steadfast still
she was; time soon will whisper his story. Olden humility at
last beckoned the bishop, a shotgunned employee, plus the golf
course proprietors to pilot the prisoner’s fresh start. This healing
met copious outcry; his let loose tempted more racial killings.
Reared beyond such skin color drama, Rafie empathized even
as the pack panic strained his native smile. And then, the heart
which had inspired victims to beseech keepers quieted fears and
paid penance by his refusing refuge in the plea I’m only human.

xi

PART ONE

One: Path to Heart’s Content

T

he Rockefellers set aside Fountain Valley as they did
Maine’s Acadian Mountains, Wyoming’s Grand Teton Valley, and St. John’s National Park for public enjoyment. Equally,
the Rockefeller Foundation exists for the “well-being of mankind throughout the world.” It was therefore staggering their St.
Croix expenditure exploded into the only golf course carnage
ever. Its shockwaves traveled so fast and far workers at Alexander Hamilton Airport not far from Fountain Valley learned of the
calamity in a phone call from Australia. The Sydney talk radio
host hoped to be told an error was afoot. Alarm hours earlier of
murdered Jewish athletes kidnapped from the Munich Olympics
had been overtaken by that even more bizarre bulletin.
Jim Simpson of ABC Sports sadly recounted the slaughter
of those sportsmen arising from perennial Israeli/Palestinian
conflicts, and before the global village could exhale its lament,
it was blitzed with the golf course butchery. In rush to figure
out its “Why?” the media wove it into a racial massacre. That
mistake has dug in. A New York Daily News piece on teenager
Natalee Holloway of Alabama missing in Aruba since 2005
circulated to millions of readers a reminder about the 1972
golf course murders. Grief Natalee will never be found alive
morphed into pulp fiction that Fountain Valley triggered rising
racist killings in the Caribbean.1
The US Appeals Court in Philadelphia, which upheld each
of the murderers’ eight consecutive life sentences, describes the
crime:
On the afternoon of September 6, 1972, a group
of young men entered the clubhouse area of the Fountain Valley Golf Course in St. Croix. Sixteen persons,
3
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including guests and staff, were in the clubhouse area at
that time. The intruders, armed with a variety of weapons including a machine gun and shotguns, took cash
from a clubhouse shop and snack bar, robbed some of
the guests, and killed eight persons. Four others were
wounded while trying to escape and the remaining four
were able to escape unharmed. The survivors reported
seeing various numbers of gunmen, agreeing that the
men wore masks and fatigue-type shirts and perhaps
also fatigue pants. 2
“Massacre is there in your island!” the Madrid restaurant
waiter pained to tell his yearly St. Croix patrons. Frank McNamara’s family waved it off: “You have the wrong place. Things
like that don’t happen back home.” Showed a Spanish newspaper, said son James, “In big, big letters was the headline with a
picture of people cleaning up blood.”
CBS’ 60 Minutes televised it as “a public relations nightmare for St. Croix.” Time printed a photo of an aghast prosecutor, eyes reflecting scarlet globs.3 A premier destination coveted
by Noël Coward, John Wayne, Maureen O’Hara, the Rockefellers, Kennedy, and their likes had lost its serenity in the blink
of an eye. The offense, branded as “one of the most vicious in
the annals of Western civilization,” was matched to the June
17, 1972 break-in of the Democratic Party headquarters at the
Potomac River’s Watergate Complex. That felony and Fountain
Valley’s “seismic impact” were linked because both upscale settings instantly spun into notorious events as well.4
Watergate was a black-bag bugging op by agents of President Richard Nixon that imperiled America itself. Fountain Valley crushed its paradise. But they long ago parted ways. Nixon
yielded his office and was pardoned on September 8, 1974, by
successor President Gerald Ford, who at the time said: “My
fellow Americans, a long national nightmare is over.” Fountain
Valley defies so plain a plot. On December 31, 1984, it spiralled
into spook politics. One of the killers, while being transferred
to a stateside prison by two armed karate experts, hijacked an
4
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American Airlines DC-10 into Havana. No extradition agreement exists between the US and Cuba, so he is still a fugitive.
Rafie’s hard-earned freedom a decade beyond that air piracy
was a debacle, a Virgin Islands uproar. CBS and ABC TV
deployed crews to capture it. CBS reviewed Rafie’s clemency
petition and sat down with him. It thereafter concluded the dissent in St. Croix, while not surprising, was unwarranted. ABC
refocused on St. Croix’s sister island, St. Thomas, where another
convict’s release incited the skin color drama similar to Fountain
Valley’s backlash. He’d served a few years, although sentenced
to life without parole, for a drug-crazed killing of his “white”
girlfriend.
Rafie more than doubled his age in prison and was cleared
for release by the US Bureau of Prisons. High-profile citizens
such as the VI National Guard’s top brass supported him. An
ABC crew chief asked me to fly to St. Thomas with my brother
because of, he said, interest in his remarkable rehabilitation.
Rafie availed himself to John Quinones, whose interrogation
lasted late into the night. Back in New York, the crew chief
called to apologize. Primetime’s director had opted to televise
my brother’s release as part of the rancor in St. Thomas.
Respecting reform rules rescued Rafie by a governor’s grace
unprecedented in penal history. But the protests toppled potential to share a prisoner’s redemption. And his free-world future
swiftly slid to suicide. Although blessed with a reservoir of
charisma, Rafie’s empathy for the hollering overtook his desire
to continue the good fight. I lamented to our stepmother about
his distant mood and she forlornly replied, “Of eleven children
I raised, Rafie was the most affectionate.”
Mammy, our natural mother, added, “Rafie is a thinker, just
like your father was. Sometimes he drive pass without noticing
I’m on the balcony. His head is always full of things.”
Their responses stirred recall of Albert Camus’ insight that
a person’s character is in doubt until he dies. Rafie “died” when
sentenced to perpetual captivity just after he emerged from the
cocoon of his teens. The family, however, remained resolute
he’ll be free one day. Still we worried he was not tough enough
5
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material to survive his high-security penitentiary. Yet, he vindicated himself by trumping unspeakable tests. Prison life does
not imitate art; enduring it is an art unto itself. Maintaining dignity in that place—as Rafie depicted his penitentiary—required
quick thinking, sheer strength, and a thick skin.
Pitifully, within four years of making the prison break of all
time he succumbed to his heart in conflict with the doubts of
man. His sacred refusal to publicly reveal his role in the massacre was his means of damning the police torture he underwent.
At the same time, he saw his skeptics’ fear of him as natural.
Suicide granted their wish to be free from a perceived threat
without him having to give up his. Knowing Rafie’s heart and
the mistakes good ones make may be good for all hearts.
Had it not been for the skin color drama, he could have
shared much.
Racism is often decried, but rarely dissected. Open reflection reveals all people have much to learn from each other. Even
the South American Orinoco Indians and Australian Aborigines
are as worthy as those “white” men who in 1969 walked on the
moon. The Orinoco people are master herbalists. Aborigines
crafted the first flying tool (the boomerang) and the three-tiered
format (music/visuals/dialogue) for riveting storytelling used
today in movies. These people do not add to airborne carbon pollution—300 billion tons as of 2010, says National Geographic—
proven to be melting the polar ice caps at rates “smashing records
that smashed records.” To slow this mega-threat we must fast
embrace those aboriginals’ true reverence for Earth.
Seeing this fragile planet from the moon begot insight we
are really one people. “That’s one small step for man, one giant
leap for mankind,” Neal Armstrong intuitively said as he set his
foot upon our celestial neighbor. That feat was humanity’s most
unifying moment ever. His fellow cosmic traveler Mike Collins
explains:
After the flight of Apollo 11 we took a trip all over
the world. Wherever we went, people, instead of saying, ‘You Americans did it,’ they’d say, ‘We did it, we
6
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humans, we humankind, we people finally did it!’ I’ve
never heard people from different countries use ‘we, we,
we’ as emphatically as I heard from Europeans, Asians,
and Africans. I thought that was a wonderful thing.
Ephemeral, but wonderful.
Similar gladness resides in realization differences among
people are, paradoxically, not even skin deep. The heavens
bestowed clarity to comprehend and voiced by Edgar Mitchell
of Apollo14:
The biggest joy was on the way home. In my cockpit
window . . . were the earth, the moon, the sun . . . Suddenly I realized that the molecules of my body were . . .
manufactured in some ancient generation of stars. And
that was an overwhelming sense of oneness, of connectedness. It wasn’t them and us. It’s . . . one thing! . . . Oh
my God . . . an insight, an epiphany.
Such appreciation of mankind’s singleness must be assimilated into daily affairs. When so, the harmony felt across the
globe as images streamed from the moon’s Sea of Tranquility
will evolve beyond a mere passing peace.
Or else, the skin color drama will continue to revel in its corruption of the kindred spirit. The hindrance is based on a belief
racial prejudice is so deeply rooted it’s a foregone human foible.
But too many lives have been sacrificed to show such thinking
needlessly shrinks the human core and withers the seed which
sprouted enlightened astronauts. Lest we betray all of those
brave souls, occasion to breach racism’s purportedly impenetrable lair must never be wasted. This project offered more than
just an opportunity. Unfastening America’s skin color drama by
revealing its roots will heighten Part Two. As novelist Elizabeth
Bowen reassured, “To walk into history is to be free at once, to
be at large among people.”
The past century was mankind’s deadliest. Genocides were
seen on a shocking scale in Bosnia, Africa, Cambodia, Poland,
7
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Ukraine, Russia, and Germany, among others. They were ignited
by despots who spewed pretences of inferior tribe, race, religion,
politics, and whatnot. Oddly, whether Serbs, Africans, Kurds,
Croatians, Chinese, Jews, Muslims, Hindus, or Christians
became victors or victims, they were hardly racially distinct.
Except for its original people (“the only good Injun is a dead
one”), America’s system of checks and balances restrained similar fates. Racism is yet shredding its role-model tradition. Its
states which kept Africans enslaved on pretext of their “inferiority” were defeated in the Civil War. Lamentably, African skin
color once pitied as fit only for subhuman bondage, became
an object of scorn for the agony of defeat. So, progenies of the
formerly enslaved are wedged between the bitterness of old enemies. That bad blood became as contagious as the flu, infecting
points of entry like Ellis Island, where it afforded an advantage
for later-arriving Europeans. Though some faced religion prejudice, the newcomers didn’t have to worry where they would fit
socially. The skin color drama had set aside the bottom class for
Native Americans and “blacks.” Michelle Alexander’s A New
Jim Crow recently tallied aspects of this bigotry.
Mayhem in its mire, however, is kept on a relatively short
leash. Aside from sporadic killing of the defenseless with as many
as forty-one (Amadou Diallo) and even fifty (Sean Bell) police
bullets, racial reprisals were narrowed to nooses hung in back
woods. This is not to say “black” citizens think they are safe from
massacres. They have been victims of a few, such as in Phillips
County, Arkansas, where two hundred were gunned downed in
1919. That year also marked widespread lynching as far Midwest
as was Will Brown’s in Omaha, Nebraska. Those yet paled to
Tulsa, Oklahoma’s pogrom of 1921. Untold numbers were murdered, and its prosperous “Little Africa” was looted before being
burnt to the ground. In aftershock of the 2012 perceived racial
profile slaying of minor Trayvon Martin, a “black” American
bemoaned, “We’ve come a long way to get nowhere.”
Even if so, America’s racism has never loomed near the
broad brutality of Old World carnages. It more lingers in the
theatres of the tragic and even of the absurd.
8
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Legal effort to dismantle customs of bondage, segregation,
and intolerance are unfinished. Rules to repair official racism are
missing because of a judicial ideology that says such edicts affront
the Constitution. It is held they are wrongly race based, although
it was racially classified people that were unchained from almost
three centuries of slavery without as much as a clean shirt.
Consequently, while they make up 13 percent of America,
they account for 40 percent of its prison numbers. Michelle
Alexander draws attention to this in her book’s subtitle, Mass
Incarceration in the Age of Colorblindness. She charts that
these fledgling “blacks” are used as cannon fodder in the war
on drugs, which was instigated to appease “whites” crestfallen
by civil rights reform. Though “whites” and “blacks” equally
indulge in illicit drugs, the latter undergo five times the rate
of police contact. They’re about one-fifth of regular users yet
represent over three-fifths of drug-related imprisonment. Their
arrests are at a record high—half is for marijuana, which most
Americans believe should be decriminalized. Former senator
Jim Webb of Virginia and his Criminal Justice Commission
sought to slow the trample. New York Governor Andrew Cuomo
hopes to cut the rate of detention. And Attorney General Eric
Holder has proclaimed he is scaling back long prison sentences
for all nonviolent drug offenders.
Still, attempts to advance the special needs of those citizens seldom succeed. Competitors for the American Dream
indifferent to them historically denied it file “reverse racism”
lawsuits. They allege affirmative action is designed to benefit
the “unworthy,” deaf to the fact “white” women as victims of
American sexism did make great gains under it. Although now
so toned down as to cause claims the civil rights movement has
been betrayed, the struggle for fairness continues. For more
“black” college seats, the Affirmative Action Coalition as well
as thinkers like Lani Guinier of Harvard University argue “worthiness” is to be considered in context of barriers unjustly, but
legally, inflicted. Guinier also enlightens that if it is legitimate
to belittle such citizens as “minorities,” then they ought to vote
cumulatively. For example, if “minorities” can vote for 5 politi9
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cal contenders in a field of more than 5 candidates, one of which
is a “minority,” then they should be able to cast all of their five
votes for that “minority” aspirant. In the same vein of struggle,
Robert Smith of San Francisco State University has worked to
debunk growing belief that racial disparities are due to “black
people blunders.”
Fortunately, fabrications that fuel racial fantasies are fading
in the face of time. Successive generations continue to fragment
skin color pressures, mostly through interracial marriages. But
it is at a rather slow pace. Vice President Hubert Humphrey in
his 1968 campaign for president warned: “For those who say we
are rushing the civil rights issue, I say we’re late!” Two scores
later, in 2008, a “black” was elected to lead the nation. In spite
of his distinctive credentials plus a “white upbringing,” the new
president’s skin color remains palpable.
Given the obstinate barriers over which this fresh American
leaf has turned, his election was yet uplifting. Its significance is
seen in the grit of my “white” friend who waived an absentee
ballot to instead vote in person. On November 3, 2008, Richard Balsamo flew to Miami, Florida, from his Caribbean farm.
With an on-time arrival he proceeded for connection to Cody,
Wyoming. His plan was to drive the following day to the nearby
city of Powell and contribute to the extraordinary narrative. This
pledge was tested by a boarding pass snafu, and his new route
flew him to St. Louis, Missouri. Next, bypassing Wyoming on a
Southwest flight, he arrived late at night in Las Vegas, Nevada.
Closing his eyes to that city’s lure in favor of a short motel sleep,
at daybreak he was airborne to Salt Lake City, Utah. After a
prolonged stopover in Salt Lake, his next flight again flew past
Wyoming to land in Billings, Montana. There, he removed his
shoes at checkpoint—mercifully for the last time—in order to
welcome his assigned seat to Cody. Finally in Powell, Richard
proceeded to do his part, which he says was “to further Martin
Luther King’s dream that a person will be judged not by the
color of his skin, but by the content of his character.”
Europeans, too, trusted the new leader’s buoyancy by
bestowing on him the Nobel Peace Prize in the first year of his
10
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presidency. As America’s latest promise, however, this optimism
is at risk of desertion insofar it is merely hope-based. On April
3, 2009, a C-SPAN Washington Journal caller rejected the new
president to guest David Brooks of The New York Times: “We
have to take that black man out to the pasture!”
Brooks rebuffed the racism, but a congressman who shouted
“Liar!” at the new president seemed to agree. In July 2011 the
national debt ceiling, which before was increased as a matter of
course, was flipped into a fiasco against him. It dismayed even
foreign observers. The Globe and Mail of Toronto urged him to
“fight for his values.” The Daily Telegraph of London advised
he not act “too fiscally timid.”
At home, columnist Leonard Pitts in August 2011 exhaled
“Amen” when the new president was ridiculed as a “tar baby.”
Another jeered his health care program as resembling a “bonethrough-nose witch doctor,” a slur rooted in images of the “African savage.”
The new president was reelected in 2012 in one of the most
racially divided political contests in decades. And before taking
his second oath of office, he came under siege of the fiscal cliff.
The Los Angeles Times denounced it. “This intransigence is
baffling, given that one of [his] main campaign pledges was to
increase taxes on the highest-income Americans. And he won—
handily—just a few weeks ago.”
It is obvious many hold a view “blacks” are unfit to lead
America. In thirty-two years of previous presidents, the Senate
blocked twenty of the citizens those presidents decided would
best serve the country. But in just five years the new president
was denied sixteen he similarly selected. The New York Times
understated this disparity as having “no historical precedent.”
Mundane as it may echo, it is patriotic to learn that “blacks”
and America are fused at the hip. The first patriot to die fighting
for its liberties was an ex-slave in 1770. Paul Revere described
him as “part Indian, part Negro, and part white.” Let’s not forget costs for victory over the British were paid in large part
from wealth gained off the backs of “blacks.” Despite such
oppression, they’ve always embraced America’s core values. In
11
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1773 they petitioned for freedom. In 1775 they were part of the
militia which first engaged the British in combat. In 1776 they
enlisted for the Revolution. In 1780 they challenged their taxation without representation. In 1797 they appealed to Congress
for American liberties. Clearly, even before the first presidential
election, “blacks” were as politically astute as were “whites.”
Two high hurdles to a racially cohesive America are mindsets the Constitution cherished slavery and that the Civil War
was unjustified. Hence, its embryonic spirit for a more perfect
union is being starved by a centrality of skin color which in turn
is feeding off of those attitudes.
In December 2008 C-SPAN Washington Journal hosted Jon
Meacham with his Pulitzer Prize-winning American Lion about
President Andrew Jackson. Blindsided by criticism Jackson
owned slaves, Meacham blamed the Constitution, which, he
said, “enshrined slavery.” A few months earlier, actor Tom Cruise
pressed for election of the new president “because African Americans were considered as only three-fifths of a human being.”
In January 2009 a teacher friend bared the depth of that
dissonance when he said to me, “John Grisham just sent me an
autographed copy of his book The Appeal.”
Because Grisham’s gift is weaving novels out of courtroom
rights afforded by America’s charter, I responded, “I just wrote
a section on why the Constitution is so often dissed. Next time
you and Grisham chat, tell him I share his appreciation of it.”
The educator flung back that the document was deserving
of the damnation.
His letdown wasn’t so out of the blue keeping in mind it
was framed by, and for, elite Anglo-Saxon males. Then again,
many were activists. Alex insisted, “There ought to be a capacity to provide for future contingencies as they may happen.”
Conceived also on a “We the People” premise, the ten-dollar
bill, which depicts Alex along with those three words, echoes
it.
Of course human bondage was matted in America, but the
Constitution neither promoted its perpetuity nor reduced the
souls of the enslaved. Its three-fifths ratio term, cause of Tom
12
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Cruise’s well-intentioned comment, was inserted to dodge a deal
breaker conjured by defensive small slave states. In the end, by
suffering for the time being those stubborn yet indispensable
states, the charter enlarged liberties.
On September 19, 1787, it appeared in The Pennsylvania
Packet & Advertiser with a suitable salutation: We the People
. . . in Order to form a more perfect Union . . . and secure the
Blessings of Liberty . . . Clueing it was a work in progress it
emphasized a single word: amendments.
Delegate George Mason noted “it certainly will be defective” and proper to that setting; within its first fifteen years it
was amended twelve times. Except, the conflict which made for
its difficult delivery delayed for sixty-three years the thirteenth
one abolishing slavery. This interval was marked by a tremulous
truce referred to as the “the slavery question.” It split the Constitutional Convention into Northern states which shortly before
freed their slaves and Southern counterparts still yoked to 168
years of dependence on them.
It was moralist colonizers, from a Christian kingdom which
imposed on them its system of human bondage, who bred the
founding fathers. Ergo, they were honest their new nation would
start up stained. Slave state delegate Luther Martin was succinct: “Slavery is inconsistent with the principles of the Revolution and dishonorable to the American character.”
Slaveholder George Washington, who’d led the convention,
agonized over that dilemma: “There is not a man living who
wishes more sincerely than I do to see a plan adopted for the
abolition of it.”
He eventually freed all on the plantation his father had
bequeathed him. The charter was thus framed by men torn down
the middle. The planter half was born into a way of life they
were unable to abruptly abandon. Both camps, having bled in
the Revolution, refused to yield to the other. That standoff was
calmed by a compromise dividing inhabitants into two groups
listed in the Constitution: free Persons (citizens) and all other
Persons (mostly the enslaved). The terms “white,” “black,”
“European,” “African,” and “slave” will not be found in it.
13
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In slave-free Pennsylvania the first US census (1790) counted
a third set: “other free persons.” In May 1787, just days before
the delegates met to frame the charter, they formed the Free
Africans Society. Some founders worshipped in St. George’s
Methodist Church with its leader Richard Allen. Because other
churches were not so worldly, the society built the first African Methodist Episcopal Church in 1794 and started an AME
movement.
Myth the Constitution “enshrined slavery” stems from its
linking three free Persons to five of all other Persons. That ratio
arose in calculating how many members each state will have in the
House of Representatives. This issue was very important because
the president would be chosen by state-designated electors “equal
to the whole Number of Senators and Representatives to which
the state may be entitled in Congress.” Without regard to size of
their populations, each state got two members in the Senate. With
respect to the House of Representatives, however, delegate Benjamin Franklin persuaded, “The number of representatives should
bear some proportion to the number of the represented.”
His approach was familiar. It was used when English and
Scottish parliaments merged in 1707 to create Great Britain.
Yet, because states with a higher number of citizens would have
more House members and thus more electors of the president,
small slave states (of fewer citizens) demanded an edge. In spite
their enslaved were held as mere property, they made it clear
they would abort quest for the new nation unless slaves were tallied as if they were “citizens.” Large slave state delegate James
Madison sized up the blade of that sword and lamented, “Great
as the evil is, a dismemberment of the Union would be worse.”
On the other hand, the South would’ve gained too much
national power if that scheme was given whole number value.
This gridlock was loosened by settling on the three-fifths ratio
which equated, for the census only, five slaves to three citizens.
With it, one thousand slaves were counted as if they were six
hundred citizens, a too charitable split. Slave state Virginia had
same number of citizens as Pennsylvania yet the ratio clause
granted Virginia a significant six more House members than
14
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Pennsylvania. The pro-slavery voice would’ve sooner been
silenced if it was less, like one-tenths. In such case, one thousand slaves would be counted as one hundred citizens and
Virginia allowed no more than one additional House member.
Sadly, such a plan would’ve caused grumble that “African
Americans were considered as only one-tenth of a person.”
The three-fifths ratio is today scapegoated for allegation racism was implanted in the Constitution. But the ratio had nothing
to do with racial supremacy. Actually, it aimed to do just the
opposite. It was inserted to limit the extra political power those
small slave states demanded. In fact, for the reason Africans
were known to be no less than “men,” the Bill of Rights did not
become part of the charter until December 15, 1791. As ardent
a slaver as was Charles Pinckney, in arguing against adding it to
the Constitution, he reminded, “Such bills generally begin with
declaring that all men are by nature born free. Now, we should
make that with a very bad grace, when a large part of our property consists in men who are actually born slaves.”
Quite a few founders on both sides of the issue were Freemasons faithful to concepts shaped in Africa. And a week prior to
publication of the charter, “blacks” started their Masonic Lodge.
America’s first president is honored with an African obelisk, the
Washington Monument. The one-dollar bill displays a “black”
king’s tomb, the Great Pyramid. An attentive eye floats atop it to
assure fidelity to Masonic principles. Adding these facts to the
reason the Bill of Rights was delayed, claims of African inferiority is an eyes-wide-shut absurdity.
The founding fathers did not indulge in the racism of such
slave traders like the Portuguese and Spanish. They had been
dominated by African Muslims for 450 years before fully recapturing their lands in 1492. On the other hand, America’s skin
color drama arose from guilt triggered by its flaw of human
bondage. How tragic incapacity to fully eliminate it led to the
rationale of “black inferiority.” But blame for that must not be
shifted to the Constitution, which carried a tide against slavery.
The enslaved opportunely fled northward to freedom, and so
it mirrored a 1642 fugitive slave law which allowed for recapture
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of runaway Persons held to Service or Labor. More definitively,
however, the Constitution empowered a ban on Importation of
such Persons twenty years after its adoption. This enactment to
end the slave trade was its single term not subject to amendment, thereby preventing extension of that period. Reluctance
to grant the delay in the first place became clear on March 22,
1794, when Congress banned American ships from supplying
slaves to other countries during the twenty-year period. Five
days later, the navy was formed to enforce it. Although delegate
James Wilson was dispirited, saying, “The period is more distant
than I could wish,” he was sure it did “lay the foundation for
banishing slavery out of this country.”
Revulsion that anti-slavery founders had for the slave trade
resonated in a magazine of those days:
The rolling sea hurries the heaving hearts: the sighing souls escape! . . . The groans of a hundred men, the
sighs of a hundred women, the cries of a hundred youths
are one! . . . Silence prevails, and the dead bodies are
thrown to the watchful sharks, whose ravenous jaws are
glutted with the flesh of men!
Slaveholder George Mason, too, despised the “infernal traffic,” and his warning would prove prophetic: “Providence punishes national sins by national calamities.”
Some slaver delegates had argued half of mankind was
always in slavery—legal in Saudi Arabia as recently as 1962.
Their claim was motivated by fear of financial calamity they’d
suffer if the trade precipitously ended. During the 1776 Revolution tens of thousands of the enslaved escaped to freedom or
were emancipated by joining it. Slaveholders dug deep into debt
to replenish them. It is in this tenor the twenty-year stay in terminating the trans-Atlantic trade was tolerated.
It was banned within its fixed time, a fact indicative of the
Constitution’s current against slavery. And its tide had signaled
support to William Wilberforce’s long struggle to end the trade
in Britain, where race was even of less significance. One of
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Wilberforce’s closest colleagues was Olaudah Equiano, a former
slave whose book about the horror swiftly sold fifty thousand
copies. In the Constitutional Convention, Mason blamed Britain
of continuing the “nefarious traffic” for “lust of gain.” Soon
after the charter’s adoption, in an overwhelming vote the British
Parliament ended Britain’s slave trafficking. Denmark seemed
also swayed. In 1792 it decreed it would, and did in 1803, cease
shipping slaves to St. Croix.
Still, the twenty-year period in which 170,000 more Africans
were imported, plus the edge gained by the three-fifths ratio, tolerated Southern slavery well beyond patience of the American
character. Bizarrely, it was prolonged by the fractional elevation
of slaves to free Persons status. The notorious ratio, therefore,
should be judged only for what it actually was—a delay to the
fated finish of slavery.
Remarkably, slaveholders joined in to rouse their day of
reckoning. In the Confederation Congress they voted on August
13, 1787, for passage of the Northwest Ordinance of 1787. It
outlawed slavery north of the Ohio River. That area became the
states of Wisconsin, Illinois, Indiana, Michigan, and Ohio. In
1848 Wisconsin joined the Union, and on February 28, 1854,
some fifty anti-slavers rallied in Ripon to form a new political group which evolved into the Republican Party. On June
16, 1858, it sponsored Abraham Lincoln of Illinois to run for
the Senate. Strikingly, in debating his rival, Democrat senator
Stephen Douglas, Lincoln declared, “There is no reason in the
world why the Negro is not entitled to all the natural rights enumerated in the Declaration of Independence—the right to life,
liberty, and the pursuit of happiness.”
He lost that election, but intoned his new party’s platform:
“A house divided against itself cannot stand . . . the government
cannot endure permanently half slave and half free.”
The Republicans got Lincoln elected as president in 1860.
He entered into a treaty with Britain on June 7, 1862, to seize
all slave ships, and days later he led the ban on slavery in US
territories. When reelected in 1864 Lincoln also advocated
that male slaves emancipated by the Civil War be granted the
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right to vote. Within a mere decade, slavery was crushed by
the Republican Party, sown in lands slaveholders had helped
to make slave-free.
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